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Abstract: Motion-planning algorithms play a vital role in attaining various levels of autonomy for
any ground or flying agent. Three-dimensional (3D) motion-planning is interesting, but rather
complex, especially for flying agents such as autonomous unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs), due
to the increased dimensionality of space and consideration of dynamical constraints for a feasible
trajectory. Usually, in 3D path search problems, it is hard to avoid extra expanded nodes due to
increased dimensionality with various available search options. Therefore, this paper discusses and
implements a modified heuristic-based A* formalism that uses a truncation mechanism in order to
eradicate the mentioned problem. In this formalism, the complete motion planning is divided into
shortest path search problem and smooth trajectory generation. The shortest path search problem is
subdivided into an initial naïve guess of the path and the truncation of the extra nodes. To find a
naïve shortest path, a conventional two-dimensional (2D) A* algorithm is augmented for 3D space
with six-sided search. This approach led to the inclusion of extra expanded nodes and, therefore, it
is not the shortest one. Hence, a truncation algorithm is developed to further process this path in
order to truncate the extra expanded nodes and then to shorten the path length. This new approach
significantly reduces the path length and renders only those nodes that are obstacle-free. The latter
is ensured using a collision detection algorithm during the truncation process. Subsequently, the
nodes of this shortened path are used to generate a dynamically feasible and optimal trajectory
for the quadrotor UAV. Optimal trajectory generation requires that the plant dynamics must be
differentially flat. Therefore, the corresponding proof is presented to ensure generation of the
optimal trajectory. This optimal trajectory minimizes the control effort and ensures longer endurance.
Moreover, quadrotor model and controllers are derived as preliminaries, which are subsequently
used to track the desired trajectory generated by the trajectory planner. Finally, results of numerical
simulations which ultimately validate the theoretical developments are presented.

Keywords: heuristic search; 3D A-star search; quadrotor; UAV; motion planning; trajectory generation

1. Introduction

Scientific developments in the field of micro unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) have
made it possible to accomplish numerous daily life challenges for which human deploy-
ment may possess a probable life risk, e.g., surveillance of damaged nuclear reactors,
reconnaissance missions in hostile environments, surveillance of damaged buildings in
earthquake-affected areas, etc. [1–6]. In recent warfare zones, UAVs can act as smart mobile
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weapons, which can search for a specific target by recognizing the facial features or other
prescribed characteristics of the target. Due to its vertical takeoff and landing (VTOL),
perching ability, and quasi-stationary flight attributes, the quadrotor UAV has garnered
much attention from the research community as compared to other UAVs [7,8]. For any
robot, the central motive for novelties and research expansions is to bring about ultimate
autonomy and intelligence. Therefore, during the past several years, researchers have
contributed significantly in the fields of design, intelligent control, trajectory generation,
and motion-planning to enhance the autonomy level of micro quadrotor UAVs [9–15].

Motion-planning has widely been investigated for robots operating in various kinds
of environments, and several methods exist to search for a path in obstacle-cluttered
environments [16–20]. Dijkstra is an earlier and simpler version developed to find the
shortest path on a map. Later, it was improved, and the subsequently developed algorithm
is known as a greedy best-first search algorithm, which works in a similar fashion as does
Dijkstra. However, the latter incorporates guided search through heuristics, which helps in
estimating how far the goal is from any current vertex. The Dijkstra algorithm works in all
directions simultaneously and is therefore computationally costly for three-dimensional
motion-planning. However, it is guaranteed to find the shortest path. Contrarily, greedy
best-first search algorithm works in a guided direction and runs quickly. However, the path
found is not guaranteed to be the shortest. Therefore, it only focuses on the cost to reach the
goal point and ignores the cost of the path, which is the major drawback of this algorithm.
The promising solution is the combination of both aforementioned algorithms, and the
consequence is known as A* algorithm, i.e., A-star. A* is the most popular algorithm in
pathfinding problems, and it has been used extensively in numerous ground robotic path
search applications [17–22]. Extension of A* to 3D space poses the issue of exploration of
extra nodes that result in a suboptimal path. Such suboptimal paths will render a trajectory
that increases the control effort of the UAV and obviously reduces the flight endurance.

Autonomous navigation of a micro quadrotor UAV through obstacles cluttered in a
three-dimensional space requires fast search algorithms featuring the ability of map-reading
in order to generate a shortest collision-free path between initial and final positions. The
generated shortest path must be dynamically feasible, smooth, and optimal [23–28]. A
typical motion-planning problem involves two entities; one is the determination of the
shortest collision-free path between start and final goal positions using the search algorithm,
and the other is the generation of a dynamically feasible trajectory by taking into account
the found shortest path [29–31]. Most of the commonly used search algorithms for solving
autonomous robot navigation problems are graph-theory-based, and the generated shortest
path always contains infinite curvatures [32–35]. This ultimately implies certain unwanted
limitations on quadrotor mission profile, i.e., quadrotor dynamics cannot handle infinite
curvatures and it must stop at these points. To eradicate this limitation in our work, the
shortest path found by the search algorithm is handed over to a trajectory generation
algorithm, which generates a dynamically feasible and optimal trajectory with finite and
smooth curvatures. The vibration of the UAV frame [36,37] and the motion of a robot
manipulator mounted on the UAV [38] might affect the system dynamics and motion
planning, and this will be investigated in future works. In particular, a reactionless motion
of the manipulator [39–42] will be beneficial because it will not significantly affect the
system dynamics.

Most of the search algorithms present in the literature have only been investigated
for ground robotic applications, and therefore, their implementation is limited only to two-
dimensional cases. However, this paper augments a heuristic-based A* search algorithm
from a two-dimensional scenario to three-dimensional space, and this work specifically
involves a quadrotor UAV traversing the generated shortest path. The major contribution
of this paper is the development of modified A* formalism in order to plan a motion for
a quadrotor UAV in a 3D space. This includes the generation of a dynamically feasible
trajectory to reduce the control effort as well. In 3D space, a conventional A* approach
may expand extra nodes if its expansion is kept to six neighboring sides. Therefore, in
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many scenarios, the searched 3D path may not be the shortest one and can involve extra
nodes. In this work, we have modified the conventional approach of an A* algorithm by
developing a truncation algorithm which takes the path nodes computed using A* as input.
The modified approach guarantees a collision free shortest possible path by truncating
the extra nodes. These nodes of the determined shortest path are then used to generate a
dynamically feasible trajectory using the differential flatness theorem. Various constraints
have been considered in order to generate an optimal trajectory using the Euler–Lagrange
formalism. This optimal trajectory reduces control effort and enhances the flight endurance
of the UAV. Subsequently, the generated trajectory is followed autonomously by a micro
quadrotor UAV in order to validate the developments of this work.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents a dynamical model of
micro quadrotor UAV and controller structure which are subsequently used to traverse the
generated trajectory. Section 3 explains the modified A* algorithm and trajectory generation.
Section 4 illustrates the results of numerical simulations performed in MATLAB. Finally,
Section 5 concludes the contribution and developments of this study.

2. Preliminaries
2.1. Modeling

A brief discussion on quadrotor modeling is presented in this section. The model
is derived using Newton–Euler methodology, which has subsequently been used to de-
rive a model-based flight controller. Referring to Figure 1, two reference frames are used
to describe the motion of the aerial vehicle. The frame fixed to body is represented by
B =

[
bx by bz

]
, while the frame attached to the earth is characterized by E =

[
ex ey ez

]
.

The earth-fixed frame is also known as inertial reference frame in most of the studies. The
rotational motions across x, y and z-axes are called roll, pitch and yaw, respectively. These
are symbolized by vector [φ θ ψ]

T , and the corresponding body angular rates are repre-

sented by ωB = [p q r]T .
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From Newton–Euler equations, the position ζE
O of the center of quadrotor body and

velocity VE
O can be expressed as:

dζE
O

dt
= VE

O (1)

dVE
O

dt
= −gez + R

FB
m

ez (2)
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dR
dt

= R S(ωB) (3)

where g is gravity, FB is vertical thrust, m is body mass, R is rotation matrix and S(ωB) is a
skew symmetric matrix.

S(ωB) =

 0 −r q
r 0 −p
−q p 0

 (4)

In the inertial reference frame, the rate of change of angular momentum of the quadro-
tor body relative to its origin is equal to the total moment that results from all external
forces that acts on the quadrotor body. This can be written as:

dEHE
O

dt
= τB (5)

The τB is the net moment of the body produced by the external forces and torques
about the origin O, while HE

O is the angular momentum in inertial reference frame E and
is equal to IOωE

B . The term IO denotes an inertia tensor with O as its origin; ωE
B is body

angular rates in the inertial reference frame and is equal to pbx + qby + rbz.
Equation (5) can be written in the body reference frame as follows:

dEHE
O

dt
= τB (6)

where dB HB
O

dt = Ix
.
pbx + Iyqby + Izrbz, ωB × HB

O is the Coriolis effect and ω ×


0
0

IrΩr

 is

gyroscopic effect.
Ix 0 0
0 Iy 0
0 0 Iz




.
p
.
q
.
r

+


0 −r q
r 0 −p
−q p 0




Ix 0 0
0 Iy 0
0 0 Iz




p
q
r

+


qIrΩr − 0
0− pIrΩr

0

 =


τBφ

τBθ

τBψ

 (7)

As the name suggests, a quadrotor possesses four actuator entities called rotors, which
produce two major dynamic terms. One is vertical thrust, or the lift force, and the other
is the moment around the axis of rotation of the rotors. Lift force is central to performing
any type of quadrotor maneuver, and its various combinations give the following four
control terms:

FB = b
(

Ω2
1 + Ω2

2 + Ω2
3 + Ω2

4

)
τBφ = lb

(
Ω2

4 −Ω2
2

)
τBθ = lb

(
Ω2

3 −Ω2
1

)
τBψ = d

(
Ω2

4 + Ω2
2 −Ω2

3 −Ω2
1

)


(8)

where b and d represent thrust and drag factors, respectively, while Ωi represents
propeller speed.

The rotation sequence R(z, ψ)× R(x, φ)× R(y, θ) is used for rotation matrix R and the
transformation from Euler angular rates to body angular rates is

p
q
r

 =


cos θ 0 − cos φ sin θ

0 1 sin φ
sin θ 0 cos φ cos θ




.
φ
.
θ
.
ψ

.

Characterizing l as the distance of rotors from the center of mass of the body, replacing
FB with U1 and

[
τBφ τBθ τBψ

]T with
[
lU2 lU3 U4

]T and assuming transformation
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from Euler angular rates to body angular rates as identity, we can extract the following
mathematical model of the quadrotor UAV from Equations (1)–(8):

..
x = (cos ψ sin θ + cos θ sin φ sin ψ)

1
m

U1 (9a)

..
y = (sin ψ sin θ − cos ψ cos θ sin φ)

1
m

U1 (9b)

..
z = −g + (cos φ cos θ)

1
m

U1 (9c)

..
φ =

.
θ

.
ψ

(
Iy − Iz

Ix

)
− Ir

Ix

.
θΩr +

l
Ix

U2 (10a)

..
θ =

.
φ

.
ψ

(
Iz − Ix

Iy

)
+

Ir

Iy

.
φΩr +

l
Iy

U3 (10b)

..
ψ =

.
φ

.
θ

(
Ix − Iy

Iz

)
+

1
Iz

U4 (10c)

where Ix, Iy and Iz are the terms of inertia tensor, Ir symbolizes rotor inertia and Ωr is the
relative speed of cross coupled rotor pairs and is equivalent to Ω2 + Ω4 −Ω1 −Ω3.

2.2. Controller Design

The controller equations derived here incorporate the control law partitioning scheme
from [43], which yields an affine nonlinear type of flight controller by cancelling the nonlin-
ear terms. The cancellation of these terms renders a system with unit mass. This facilitates
the tuning of the controller gains, as these become independent of system parameters.
The whole control structure of the flight controller is divided into two blocks: inner and
outer loop blocks. The inner loop block holds three attitude states (roll, pitch and yaw)
and one Cartesian state (altitude state), while the outer loop block holds two remaining
Cartesian states (x and y). The partitioning scheme is only applied to the inner block, while
a linearization assumption is made in order to derive a relationship between the inner and
outer control blocks.

2.2.1. Inner Loop Controller

To devise a controller for attitude states, considering attitude dynamics from
Equation (10) and by writing moment equation for each corresponding state, we have

τφ

τθ

τψ

 =


lU2
lU3
U4

 =


Ix

..
φ

Iy
..
θ

Iz
..
ψ

+


.
θ Iz

.
ψ−

.
ψIy

.
θ

.
ψIx

.
φ−

.
φIz

.
ψ

.
φIy

.
θ −

.
θ Ix

.
φ

+


.
θ IrΩr − 0
0−

.
φIrΩr
0

 (11)


τφ

τθ

τψ

 =


Ix 0 0
0 Iy 0
0 0 Iz




..
φ
..
θ
..
ψ

+


Iz − Iy 0 0

0 Ix − Iz 0
0 0 Iy − Ix




.
θ

.
ψ

.
φ

.
ψ

.
φ

.
θ

+


.
θ IrΩr

−
.
φIrΩr

0

 (12)

τ = I1
..
Θ + I2Λ

( .
φ,

.
θ,

.
ψ
)
+ G

( .
φ,

.
θ,

.
ψ, IrΩr

)
(13)

where τ =


τφ

τθ

τψ

, I1 =


Ix 0 0
0 Iy 0
0 0 Iz

,
..
Θ =


..
φ
..
θ
..
ψ

, I2 =


Iz − Iy 0 0

0 Ix − Iz 0
0 0 Iy − Ix

,

Λ
( .

φ,
.
θ,

.
ψ
)
=


.
θ

.
ψ

.
φ

.
ψ

.
φ

.
θ

, and G
( .

φ,
.
θ,

.
ψ, IrΩr

)
=


.
θ IrΩr

−
.
φIrΩr

0

.
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The model-based part of the partitioning control scheme generates the following input
command, which, in fact, is a computed torque term:

τ = ατ′ + β (14)

where α = I1 and β = I2Λ
( .

φ,
.
θ,

.
ψ
)
+ G

( .
φ,

.
θ,

.
ψ, IrΩr

)
.

Equations (10) and (11) lead to following:

..
Θ = τ′ (15)

By defining error as e = Θd −Θ, where Θd =


φd
θd
ψd

 and Θ =


φ
θ
ψ

, we can formulate

the servo part of the adopted control scheme as:

τ′ =
..
Θd + Kd

.
e + Kpe (16)

..
Θ =

..
Θd + Kd

.
e + Kpe (17)

The following equation is derived from (17):

..
e + Kd

.
e + Kpe = 0 (18)

Equation (18) is a second-ordered differential equation in the error space and holds two
coefficients (gains). The careful tuning of these gains allows to obtain the desired response.

2.2.2. Outer Loop Controller

In order to formulate a partitioning-based control scheme for the outer loop, first
considering altitude state and replacing U1 with f , we can write the following from
Equation (9c):

(cos φ cos θ)U1 = m
..
z + mg (19)

f = (cos φ cos θ)−1 m
(..
z + g

)
(20)

f = α f ′ + β (21)

with α = m(cos φ cos θ)−1 and β = mg(cos φ cos θ)−1.
Thus, we can derive the following affine nonlinear controller equation:

..
z = f ′ (22)

Altitude error is defined as e = zd − z, where zd is desired altitude and z is current
altitude. We can write the servo portion of the control law as:

f ′ =
..
zd + Kd

.
e + Kpe (23)

..
z =

..
zd + Kd

.
e + Kpe (24)

The final controller equation will assume the following form:

f = m(cos φ cos θ)−1(..
zd + Kd

.
e + Kpe

)
+ mg(cos φ cos θ)−1

In order to formulate a correspondence between translational states Equation (9a,b)
and rotational states Equation (10a,b), a linearization assumption is made by considering
small roll and pitch angles, i.e., it is assumed that the UAV is around hovering state. This
assumption leads to following from translational dynamics represented by Equation (9a,b):

..
x = g(∆φ sin ψ + ∆θ cos ψ) (25)
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..
y = g(∆θ sin ψ− ∆φ cos ψ) (26)

Furthermore, we can extract the following desired roll and pitch commands:

φd =
1
g
( ..

x sin ψd −
..
y cos ψd

)
(27)

θd =
1
g
( ..

x cos ψd +
..
y sin ψd

)
(28)

In order to force the system to follow desired trajectory commands, the following
controller equations can be formulated:

..
x =

..
xd + Kd

.
e + Kpe (29)

..
y =

..
yd + Kd

.
e + Kpe (30)

The final forms of Equations (27) and (28) are:

φd =
1
g
(( ..

xd + Kd
.
e + Kpe

)
sin ψd −

( ..
yd + Kd

.
e + Kpe

)
cos ψd

)
(31)

θd =
1
g
(( ..

xd + Kd
.
e + Kpe

)
cos ψd +

( ..
yd + Kd

.
e + Kpe

)
sin ψd

)
(32)

In order to track a specified trajectory, a complete trajectory profile must be generated
from waypoints in an autonomous system. For a minimum snap trajectory, the desired
profile is

(
xd,

.
xd,

..
xd, x(iii)d , x(iv)d , yd,

.
yd,

..
yd, y(iii)d , y(iv)d , zd,

.
zd,

..
zd, ψd,

.
ψd,

..
ψd

)
.

3. Motion Planning

Moving from 2D to 3D poses various challenges, e.g., computational cost increases
substantially depending on the lattice size of the map and on the chosen strategy to visit
the neighboring vertices. Usually, in cases when classical path finding algorithms are
computationally slow, the problem can be solved quickly by incorporating a heuristic
function into classical approach. A heuristic function defines alternative branches in a
graph on the basis of available information and decides which branch needs to be followed.
It is quite probable that such an algorithm renders an exact possible solution of the problem.
The key objective of using a heuristic approach is to provide a reasonable solution in
a short time frame. Such a solution may not be superior to other possible solutions of
the problem; however, more quickly obtaining an approximation of the exact solution is
quite valuable in most applications. For a 3D case without any heuristics—e.g., a Dijkstra
algorithm—we may opt to include or exclude diagonal search along with the normal
six-sided search around a current voxel. The inclusion of the diagonal search increases
the case from a six-sided search to a 18-sided search, as shown in Figure 2. The latter
strategy increases the computational cost significantly. Obviously, an admissible heuristic
can minimize this search to find the next vertex, but it will still explore diagonal vertices
and will increase the computational cost. A* algorithm faces this same problem and poses
a great computational cost while performing 18-sided search. On the other hand, six-sided
search has less computation, but at the cost of extra expanded nodes which results in longer
paths. This section presents the key work of this paper: modifying the A* approach in order
to solve the problem that was just mentioned.
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3.1. Three−Dimensional Path Search Using Modified A−Star Approach

Definition 1. A heuristic refers to an estimate of the cost with the least value from any arbitrary
current vertex to the goal vertex.

Mathematically, a simplified version of the heuristic function can be written as follows:

f (n) = g(n) + h(n) (33)

where g(n) is cost of the path from starting point to current node n, and h(n) is the estimate
of the cost from current node to goal node.

Remark 1. In case, if h(n) = 0, then only g(n) plays a role in the algorithm, and A* is rendered
to the Dijkstra algorithm. On the other hand, if the value of h(n) is substantially large, the A*
will behave like the greedy best-first search algorithm. The value of h(n) plays a substantial role in
expanding the nodes. If its value is relatively smaller, the algorithm will expand more nodes, which
will make the path search slower. Contrarily, if its value is exactly equal to the cost of reaching from
current vertex to goal, it finds the best and shortest possible path without expanding extra nodes.
This ideality is difficult to achieve in three-dimensional (3D) cases, yet this algorithm is used in
most applications due to its substantial fast path search ability.

In the abovementioned perspective, a heuristic is a method of providing the algorithm
with some extra evaluative statistics in order to find a better path without thoroughly
searching every possible vertex. The Dijkstra algorithm does not incorporate any heuristic
function; it grows outwards from the start node and scans every vertex in the map to
discover the shortest path. This is why it can be computationally expensive. Therefore,
specifically for a 3D search problem, an admissible heuristic is central. In this work, the
adopted heuristic relies on Euclidean distance estimation.

Definition 2. A Euclidean heuristic gives a direct distance between current and goal points. For a
three-dimensional case, it can be written as:

h = sqrt
⌈(

vx(n) − vx(g)

)2
+
(

vy(n) − vy(g)

)2
+
(

vz(n) − vz(g)

)2
⌉

(34)

Another formalism known as the Manhattan heuristic gives summation of absolute
differences in current and goal coordinates. For three-dimensional cases, we can write this
mathematically as:

h = abs
(

vx(n) − vx(g)

)
+ abs

(
vy(n) − vy(g)

)
+ abs

(
vz(n) − vz(g)

)
(35)

where vi(n) and vi(g) denote current and goal nodes, respectively.
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Definition 3. A heuristic function is known as monotone or consistent if its estimate for any
current node is equal to or less than the estimated cost of reaching the goal from any neighbor of the
current node plus the cost consumed in reaching that neighboring vertex from current node.

Mathematically, for any current node n and neighboring node i, we can write a
consistent heuristic function as follows:

h(n) ≤ cost(n, i) + h(i) (36)

h(g) = 0 (37)

where cost(n, i) is the step cost of reaching vertex i from n.
It is important to note that a heuristic function must essentially be admissible, i.e., it

should never overestimate the cost of reaching the goal point. A consistent or monotonic
function is always admissible. However, an admissible heuristic is not always consistent
and therefore, it is made a consistent heuristic using the path-max equation as follows:

h′(i) = max(h(i), h(n)− cost(n, i)) (38)

An A* algorithm for three-dimensional path search is given in Algorithm 1. For 3D
cases, it expands more nodes than the required ones and this ultimately increases the path
length. Therefore, we have proposed another algorithm to cope with this problem in order
to generate an accurate and shortest possible path.

In Algorithm 1, fewer than six vertices have been visited in the neighborhood of the
current vertex in determining the next vertex on the route. This strategy allows us to restrain
the search algorithm from entering into a long computational mode, as there is a possibility
of visiting diagonal vertices in the neighborhood of current vertex. Diagonal search will
enable us to find a path that is closer to the exact solution, i.e., the shortest possible path,
at the cost of higher computation. However, paying a higher computational cost does not
guarantee an exact solution to our problem. Contrarily, nondiagonal searching affects the
searched path substantially, but a tradeoff has been determined between computational
cost and extra nodes. The computed path generated by the search algorithm is not fully
optimal and not even the shortest one. This can be seen in Figure 3, where path ABCD
searched by the augmented A* is not the shortest; path ACD is shorter compared to path
ABCD. After further iterations, we see that we can construct another route (the path AD)
which is the shortest one. The feasibility of all these iterated paths has been checked via
a collision detection algorithm (Algorithm 2) presented subsequently. Performing so few
iterations can provide an even shorter path, and we can skip some of the extra path nodes.
For this purpose, we have developed a truncation algorithm (Algorithm 3). Refined path
nodes can then be connected using any interpolation method. Any order of the polynomial
can be used for the purpose just conferred depending on the dynamical constraints of
the quadrotor [44]. We, in this work, have used differential flatness theory to build the
smooth trajectory.
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Algorithm 1 A* algorithm for three-dimensional path search (with 6-sided search).

1: Function P(n) = Astar3D(3D_Environment, start, goal)
2: list_open = nodes to be evaluated; %initially only starting node is present
3: list_closed = nodes which have been examined; % initially empty
4: list_open (start_node) = 0;
5: while (list_open =! empty) do
6: search the node with least f in list_open % the value of h(n) is same only for 6 neighbors, here
one can plan the strategy for 18-sided search as well.
7: n = node with least value of f;
8: remove n from the list_open
9: search the adj_cells of n % adj_cells infer adjacent cells
10: for (each adj_cell)
% for three-dimensional case 6 adjacent cells have been visited in this work, however these can be
up to 18 adjacent cells including the cells at the edges of a voxel holding the current vertex.
11: if (adj_cell = goal) then
12: stop the search
13: adj_cell.g = n.g + dis_adj_cell;
14: adj_cell.h = distance between adj_cell and goal;
15: adj_cell.f = Adj_cell.g + Adj_cell.h;
16: else if (node with same position as of adj_cell in list_open)
17: if (node.f < adj_cell.f)
18: skip adj_cell
19: end if
20: else if (node with same position as of adj_cell in list_closed)
21: if (node.f < adj_cell.f)
21: skip adj_cell
22: else
23: add node to list_open
24: end if
25: end if
26: end for loop
27: add n to list_closed
28: end while
29: P(n)= list_closed
30: return P(n)
31: end function
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Obstacles cluttered in a three-dimensional environment can be defined as follows:[
ηxyz

]
=
[
ηx ηy ηz

]
(39)
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where
[
ηxyz

]
min

=
[
ηx ηy ηz

]
min and

[
ηxyz

]
max

=
[
ηx ηy ηz

]
max represent lower

and upper boundaries of obstacles in a three-dimensional environment, respectively.
The lower values of safe margins corresponding to lower boundaries can be calculated

as follows:
[Smin] =

[
ηx ηy ηz

]
min −

[
δx δy δz

]
−
[
Γx Γy Γz

]
(40)

Similarly, upper safe margins are

[Smax] =
[
ηx ηy ηz

]
max +

[
δx δy δz

]
+
[
Γx Γy Γz

]
(41)

where
[
δx δy δz

]
denotes safety margins, which must be kept between the UAV and the

obstacles during flight, while
[
Γx Γy Γz

]
is UAV size.

The boundary of the three-dimensional environment can be defined as[
Bxyz

]
=
[
Bx By Bz

]
. The lower and upper boundaries of the three-dimensional environ-

ment can be written as
[
Bxyz

]
min =

[
Bx By Bz

]
min and

[
Bxyz

]
max =

[
Bx By Bz

]
max,

respectively.

Lemma 1. If
[
Cx(n) Cy(n) Cz(n)

]
is greater than or equal to [Smin] and[

Cx(n) Cy(n) Cz(n)
]

is less than or equal to [Smax], the collision will occur.[
Cx(n) Cy(n) Cz(n)

]
represents the coordinates of current vertex.

Lemma 2. If the coordinates of current vertex
[
Cx(n) Cy(n) Cz(n)

]
are less than the lower

boundaries of the three-dimensional environment coordinates
[
Bxyz

]
min, the collision will occur.

Lemma 2 specifically defines the limits of the environment. A UAV is considered
in collision if it is outside the lower limits of the environment. Therefore, a mission is
considered successful only when a UAV stays inside its defined environment.

Lemma 3. If current vertex
[
Cx(n) Cy(n) Cz(n)

]
is greater than the upper boundaries of the

environment
[
Bxyz

]
max, the collision will occur.

With the exceptions of Lemmas 1–3, the collision will not take place. Therefore, it is
necessary for any safe flight of quadrotor UAV in a three-dimensional obstacle-cluttered
environment to not lie among the abovementioned lemmas. Based on these lemmas, a
collision detection algorithm is presented in Algorithm 2.

Algorithm 2 Collision detection algorithm.

1: input (3D_Environment, current vertex)
2: E = 3D Environment;
3: C(n) = current vertex;
4: E_min = min(E.obstacles); %lower boundary of the obstacles
5: E_max = max(E.obstacles); %upper boundary of the obstacles
6: minEo = E_min – margins – UAV_size;
7: maxEo = E.max + margins + UAV_size;
8: minEb = lower boundary of 3D Environment;
9: maxEb = upper boundary of 3D Environment;
10: if (Cx(n), Cy(n), Cz(n) ≥minEo && Cx(n), Cy(n), Cz(n) ≤maxEo)
11: return collision;
12: else if (Cx(n), Cy(n), Cz(n) < minEb)
13: return collision;
14: else if (Cx(n), Cy(n), Cz(n) > maxEb)
15: return collision;
16: else
17: return collision_free;
18: End if
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The rule of selecting the nodes, which constitutes the shortest path from the nodes
explored by the heuristic search algorithm, follows the equation:

dP = p(k)− p(k− 1) (42)

where dP denotes distance between the consecutive nodes, p(k) is the current node and
p(k− 1) is the previous node.

Remark 2. If dP follows either of the three lemmas mentioned previously, the node p(k− 1) lies on
the shortest path and hence will be used to generate the shortest trajectory.

Remark 3. If dP does not follow any of the three lemmas, the next node on the list provided by the
heuristic search algorithm will be examined using dP = p(k)− p(k− 1).

Based on Equation (42), Remarks 2 and 3, the proposed algorithm is presented as
Algorithm 3. This algorithm will truncate the extra nodes of the path that has previously
been obtained using the conventional A* algorithm. This proposed algorithm modifies
the conventional approach of the A* algorithm and produces the shortest possible path in
three-dimensional scenarios.

Algorithm 3 Proposed algorithm to refine the path obtained from conventional A* approach

1: function truncated_path = truncation(3D_Environment, P(n))
2: Truncated_path = P(1);
3: E.obstacles = 3D_Environment.obstacles;
4: for i = 2: length of path
5: P = P(i) − P(1);
6: if (collision between E.obstacles and P)
7: Truncated _path = P(i − 1) % store the node explored just before collision-node
into the truncated path list.
8: else if (i == length of path)
9: Truncated _path = P(i); % store last node in the truncated list
10: else
11: continue;
12: end if
13: end for loop

3.2. Trajectory Generation

For optimal trajectory generation, the following functional can be used:

χ(t) = argmin(x(t))

T∫
0

L
(

xn, xn−1, xn−2, . . . . . . ,
.
x, x, t

)
.dt (43)

In order to generate optimal trajectory χ(t), the following Euler–Lagrange equation
must be satisfied:

∂L
∂x
− d

dt

(
∂L
∂

.
x

)
+

d2

dt2

(
∂L
∂

..
x

)
+ . . . + (−1)n dn

dtn

(
∂L

∂x(n)

)
= 0 (44)

For a quadrotor UAV, n = 4 inputs create a fourth-order system with x and y states,
and this can be proved by the following differential flatness theorem.

Theorem 1. The inputs of the quadrotor are the function of selected flat outputs and their derivatives.

Proof of Theorem 1. Recalling translational states from Equation (9) and assuming the
linearized equation as:

m
..
x = (θ cos ψ + φ sin ψ)U1 (45)
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m
..
y = (θ sin ψ− φ cos ψ)U1 (46)

..
z = −g + (cos φ cos θ)

1
m

U1 (47)

The fourth derivative is taken as:

mx(iv) = (θcosψ + φ sin ψ)
..
U1 + 2(

.
θ cos ψ− θ sin ψ

.
ψ +

.
φ sin ψ + φ cos ψ

.
ψ)

.
U1

+(
..
θ cos ψ−

.
θ sinψ

.
ψ− θ sin ψ

..
ψ− θ cos ψ

.
ψ

2
+

..
φ sin ψ

+
.
φ cos ψ

.
ψ + φ cos ψ

..
ψ− φ sin ψ

.
ψ

2
)U1

(48)

my(iv) = (θsinψ− φ cos ψ)
..
U1 + 2(

.
θ sin ψ + θ cos ψ

.
ψ−

.
φ cos ψ + φ sin ψ

.
ψ)

.
U1

+(
..
θ sin ψ +

.
θ cos ψ

.
ψ + θ cos ψ

..
ψ− θ sin ψ

.
ψ

2
−

..
φ cos ψ

+
.
φ sin ψ

.
ψ + φ sin ψ

..
ψ + φcosψ

.
ψ

2
)U1

(49)

mz(iv) = −2(
.
θ cos φ sin θ +

.
φ sin φ cos θ)

.
U1 + 2(

.
φ

.
θ sinφ sin θ)U1

−(
.
φ

2
+

.
θ

2
)U1 cos φ cos θ + (cos φ cos θ)

..
U1

−(
..
φ sin φ cos θ +

..
θ cos φ sin θ)U1

(50)

Simplifying the rotational dynamics of quadrotor from Equation (10), we have:

..
φ = l

Ix
U2

..
θ = l

Iy
U3

..
ψ = 1

Iz
U4

 (51)

For brevity, normalizing the inertial and length terms in Equation (51), we find a direct
relation between the inputs and angular acceleration states. From Equations (48)–(51), we
can write:

m


x(iv)

y(iv)

z(iv)

 =



(
−

.
θ sin ψ

.
ψ− θ cos ψ

.
ψ

2
+

.
φ cos ψ

.
ψ− φ sin ψ

.
ψ

2
)

U1 + 2
( .

θ cos ψ− θ sin ψ
.
ψ +

.
φ sin ψ + φ cos ψ

.
ψ
) .

U1(
.
θ cos ψ

.
ψ− θ sin ψ

.
ψ

2
+

.
φ sin ψ

.
ψ + φ cos ψ

.
ψ

2
)

U1 + 2
( .

θ sin ψ + θ cos ψ
.
ψ−

.
φ cos ψ + φ sin ψ

.
ψ
) .

U1(
2
( .

φ
.
θ sin φ sin θ

)
−
(

.
φ

2
+

.
θ

2
)

cos φ cos θ

)
U1 − 2

( .
θ cos φ cos θ +

.
φ sin φ cos θ

) .
U1


+


(θ cos ψ + φ sin ψ) sin ψ cos ψ (−θ sin ψ + φ cos ψ)
(θ sin ψ− φ cos ψ) − cos ψ sin ψ (θ cos ψ + φ sin ψ)

cos φ cos θ −(sin φ cos θ)U1 −(cos φ sin θ)U1 0




..
U1
U2
U3
U4



(52)

The translational states of the quadrotor create a fourth-order system; therefore, the
control input directly relates to the snap of the position states. This completes the proof of
Theorem 1. �

In order to achieve minimum control effort, we must minimize the snap of the transla-
tional states. To attain the goal just mentioned, the optimal trajectory χ(t) will assume the
following form:

χ(t) = argmin(x(t))

T∫
0

L
(

x(iv), x(iii),
..
x,

.
x, x, t

)
·dt (53)

where L
(

x(iv), x(iii),
..
x,

.
x, x, t

)
·dt is equal to

(
x(iv)

)2
·dt for minimum snap trajectory.
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Now the Euler—Lagrange equation can be solved as:

∂L
∂x
− d

dt

(
∂L
∂

.
x

)
+

d2

dt2

(
∂L
∂

..
x

)
− d3

dt3

(
∂L

∂x(3)

)
+

d4

dt4

(
∂L

∂x(4)

)
= 0 (54)

This will yield the following condition:

x(viii) = 0 (55)

The solution of Equation (55) yields the optimal trajectory of the following form:

χ(t) = λ0 + λ1t + λ2t2 + · · ·+ λmtm where m = 7 (56)

The trajectory computed above is one-dimensional and serves only for one segment.
However, for a quadrotor UAV, to perform an autonomous flight through obstacles, the
dimensionality of the trajectory is four and includes x(t), y(t), z(t), ψ(t). Moreover, for
a shortest path search problem, there are usually n trajectory segments for n + 1 number
of waypoints, including start and goal points. We can formulate a trajectory for multiple
dimensions and multiple segments as:

pi(t)x(t),y(t),z(t),ψ(t) = λi0 + λi1t + λi2t2 + · · ·+ λimtm ∀ i = 0 · · · n and m = 7 (57)

pi(t)x(t),y(t),z(t),ψ(t) =
m

∑
j=0

λijtj (58)

Using Equation (57), a complete trajectory can be formulated over various time slots
as follows:

P(t)x(t),y(t),z(t),ψ(t) =



m
∑

j=0
λ0jtj t0 ≤ t < t1

m
∑

j=0
λ1jtj t1 ≤ t < t2

...
m
∑

j=0
λnjtj tn ≤ t < tn+1

(59)

where m defines the degree of polynomial.
To solve the coefficients of Equation (59), some constraints must inevitably be consid-

ered. These constraints are explained subsequently.

3.2.1. Constraints on Positions

For n + 1 intermediate points, there are usually n trajectory sections, and in this case,
each trajectory section is represented by a seventh-order polynomial. These polynomials lie
between intermediate points, and the positions of these points are well defined. Therefore,
these polynomials must pass through these well-defined positions of the intermediate
points at various allocated time stamps. Mathematically, we can write this as follows:

pi(ti−1) = ξi−1 (60a)

pi(ti) = ξi (60b)

where i = 1 · · · n, ti−1 is the initial time and ti denotes the final time for ith polyno-
mial, while the terms ξi−1 and ξi are the initial and the final positions for ith polynomial,
respectively.

3.2.2. Constraints on Derivatives

For the higher-ordered dynamics of the quadrotor, it is pertinent to guarantee smooth
transitions at intermediate points from one trajectory section to the next. Therefore, in order
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to serve the purpose just mentioned, successive derivatives of adjacent polynomials at each
intermediate point must be kept equal. The order of the plant dynamics defines the deriva-
tive indices that will ensure the smooth switching between adjacent trajectory sections.

p(k)i−1(ti) = p(k)i (ti) where i = 1 · · · n, and for m = 7, 1 ≤ k ≤ 4 (61)

3.2.3. Constraints on Start and Goal Points

In a trajectory of multiple segments, there are always start and goal points, and a
quadrotor must be at rest in these points. Therefore, we can impose the constraints on these
points with respect to the position of these points and their kth successive derivates.

p(k)i (0) = 0 (62a)

p(k)i (tn) = 0 (62b)

where the derivative index is 0 ≤ k ≤ 3 for the seventh-degree polynomial.
Applying the abovementioned constraints to the nodes, which are obtained after the

truncation process in the shortest path search problem, we can formulate the problem in
the following form to calculate the coefficients of the optimal trajectory:

λn(m+1)×1 = T−1
n(m+1)×n(m+1)·ξn(m+1)×1 (63)

where λ is the coefficients’ matrix, T is the time series matrix, and ξ denotes defined values
of positions and their successive derivatives.

4. Simulations

This section presents the results of numerical simulations, and MATLAB is used
to elaborate upon the findings and developments of this paper. Initially, the controller
conferred earlier was developed along with the model of the quadrotor UAV in order to
track the computed final trajectory. The model parameters and controller gains, that have
been used in the simulation environment, are listed in Tables 1 and 2, respectively. Because
any path search algorithm requires a map and start and goal points, a three-dimensional
environment containing the obstacles was modelled in MATLAB. The concept of real-time
tall buildings is used to model the obstacles. Subsequently, the start point and the goal point
were defined in the constructed obstacle-cluttered environment. Figure 4 illustrates the 2D
and 3D views of the environment. Before handing this map over to the search algorithm,
meshing is performed, which divides the whole map into small, cubical, interconnected
blocks. Mesh size is decisive in performing the computation. A relatively smaller mesh
size would compute a more optimal and shorter path but would do so at the cost of heavy
computational power. Figure 5 demonstrates the map environment with meshing. This
map is handed over to the A* search algorithm, which subsequently finds a shorter path
between start and goal points. Figure 6 shows the progression of the search algorithm in
2D and 3D views. The shortest path found by the augmented A* algorithm is illustrated in
Figure 7, which shows 2D and 3D views.

Table 1. Model parameters.

Parameter Value Unit

Mass (m) 0.2 kg
Arm length (l) 0.09 m

Inertia (Ix) 0.00026 kgm2

Inertia (Iy) 0.00026 kgm2

Inertia (Iz) 0.00040 kgm2

Gravity (g) 9.81 m/s2
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Table 2. Controller gains.

Controller Parameter Value

Outer Loop Controller Kp(x, y, z) 2
Outer Loop Controller Kd(x, y, z) 1.4
Inner Loop Controller Kp(φ, θ, ψ ) 7
Inner Loop Controller Kd(φ, θ, ψ) 0.3
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Technically, after the completion of the algorithmic search, the path found is still
not the optimized version. Specifically, in a three-dimensional case, the path can further
be optimized depending on the situation. Moreover, the shortest path found after the
truncation process contains infinite curvatures at the corner points and traversal of the path
using any quadrotor UAV is rather challenging. This requires smoothing of these corner
points by incorporating any higher-ordered polynomial. The fifth-order polynomial is used
to shape these corner points to reduce the curvatures to a finite extent. Consequently, the
found shortest path is optimized further by smoothing the corner points. The 2D and 3D
views of this process can be seen in Figure 8.
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The final version of the generated trajectory is then given to the conferred flight con-
troller as desired Cartesian commands. The controller successfully traverses the trajectory
and steers the quadrotor UAV through the obstacle-cluttered space autonomously. The
progression of trajectory traversal can be seen in Figure 9. After the follow-up of the desired
trajectory, the quadrotor UAV successfully reaches the goal point, as shown in Figure 10.
Finally, the controller performance is illustrated in Figure 11, where the desired and tracked
Cartesian states of the model are displayed. The desired and tracked velocities are shown
in Figure 12. The results verify the effectiveness and the promising formulation of the
flight controller.
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5. Conclusions

Motion-planning is central for any autonomous robotic system, and most of the search
algorithmshave only been studied for two-dimensional applications in the literature. In
this paper, a detailed implementation and design of a modified A* search algorithm for
three-dimensional cases have been presented. With a conventional A* approach, 3D search
poses the issue of exploration of extra nodes, which results in a suboptimal path. Such
suboptimal paths render a trajectory that increases the control effort of the UAV and
obviously reduces flight endurance. This issue has been solved by proposing a modified
A* approach based on a truncation algorithm that renders the shortest possible path by
removing extra nodes. To generate a dynamically feasible trajectory for a quadrotor,
a detailed proof of differential flatness has been presented. Subsequently, path nodes
obtained by the modified A* approach were further processed by a flatness-based trajectory
generator in order to have a smooth and dynamically feasible trajectory, i.e., a trajectory
with finite curvatures. The adopted modified approach significantly reduced the path
length (see figures in the paper) and control effort of the UAV (as per the Euler–Lagrange
constraints). This obviously enhances flight endurance. A micro quadrotor UAV model
is then used to demonstrate the autonomous trajectory generation and tracking through
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cluttered obstacles in a three-dimensional space. This study can be further enhanced by
incorporating other path-planning algorithms, e.g., potential gradient, D*, D-lite, etc.
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